Most commonly asked questions about gutter protection

Q: Will debris lie on top of the gutter protection?

A: Yes, it can. Depending on different circumstances such as the type of debris, and if the debris lies on other areas of the roof or in the roof valleys. If it does, it will probably lie on the gutter protection as well. In general, the steeper the incline of the gutter protection, the more likely the debris is to slide off.

Q: Will gutter protection prevent icicles?

A: No. Gutter protection does help the gutters from being filled with ice. Raintrap will help protect the gutter from being damaged due to snow/ice sliding off the roof. Some water collection and freezing on the surface of the gutters and gutter guards themselves is not uncommon.

Q: Will water drip off the gutter’s face?

A: Possibly. Installing any gutter protection will not keep the face of the gutter from getting wet. Rain drops splash as they hit the edge of the roof or the gutter protection itself which contributes to the face of the gutter getting wet. If the gutter face is wet it will drip. This dripping that may occur is a very small percentage of the water that may come in contact with the gutter, and poses no threat to the intended overall function of the gutters.

The function of guttering is:
- To move the vast majority of roofing water away from the foundation of the house.

The function of gutter protection is to assist the guttering by:
- Keeping the gutters free of debris
- Directing the roof water into the gutter without the gutter protection getting clogged itself
- Protect gutters from ice damage

None of these functions can be 100% obtainable by any product, but we provide a quality product that serves this intended purpose very well.

A good gutter protection should always be well worth the investment, and Raintrap® S-Lock is a great value.